
Friends of the Hatton 
Minutes of the Committee Meeting held on Tuesday 12th November 2013  

 
Present 
Rob Airey (RA), Bob Young (BY), Vhairi Cardinal (VC), John Dance (JD), Alysia Trackim 
(AT), Richard Thompson (RT), Pamela Parrish (PP), Aubrey Anderson (AA), Jo Elliott (JE) 
 
Apologies 
Jean Taylor, Grace Slattery, Kelsey Thornton, Simon Court, Marion Thompson, Violet Rook 
 
Gallery Report 
RA thanked FOTH for agreeing to buy the print (see minutes from  03 Sep 13).  Art of the 
60s exhibition (21 Sep - 21 Dec 13) will show works from Laing and house collection.  
Alongside Realtimelapse (21 Sep - 21 Dec 13) and in the middle gallery Inspiration Women 
NE (3 Oct - 21 Dec 13) has received good public attendance.  Jerwood Drawing Prize (16 
Nov - 01 Feb 14) is opening this week, an annual event that begins in London and then 
travels.  This year’s venues include Newcastle, Plymouth, and Colchester.  The private 
opening for Jerwood is on Thursday night (14 Nov).  Monday (18 Nov) is a fundraising event 
for the Catalyst funding, keen for as many people to come.  25 Jan starts Markus Karstieß 
and William Cobbing (25 Jan - 17 May 14), artists-in-residence exhibition.  Marilyn Monroe: 
A British Love Affair (25 Jan - 17 May 14) begins concurrently, with collages from Hayward.  
The HLF was rejected again but we have been invited to submit a third time in December.  
The 2015 closing date has been shifted to 2016 for the gallery.  FOTH’s summer exhibition 
will now take place in September due to the International Print Biennale. 
 
Treasury Report 
JD mentioned that we bought the print (see minutes from 03 Sep 13), waiting on invoice.  
Currently we have just under £8,000 in funds. 
 
Membership Report 
RT reports that November membership numbers: 201 ordinary, 10 honorary, 2 others = 213 
members.  There is a discrepancy from last set of minutes (see minutes from 03 Sep 13) 
that RT will check on. 
 
Events Report 

1. PP reported that Malcolm Yorke’s talk on Josef Herman went well, 17 sent in slips 
and 12 attended.  

2. Permission to use the printmaking studio has been successful so both the pinhole 
workshop and the printmaking workshops may go ahead.  The pinhole workshop has 
3 enquires but no definites; Hazel Baron-Cooper will advertise with TWAM and the 
university.   

3. We will invite Sarah Glynn and Dan Brown to the Christmas opening/party.  Next 
year’s programme is currently being looked at.   

4. RT enquired on the John Steele workshop to which PP replied that will occur in Oct 
14 as a pen & ink class.   

5. VC reminded the committee about the Jerwood Drawing Prize and fundraising 
openings occurring the Thursday (14 Nov) and Monday (18 Nov) evenings.  After a 



conversation with Helen White of TWAM it was noted that the Arts Council will match 
funding.  PP continued that included that the event will also have a limited edition 
Victor Pasmore print available to those that donate £50 or more. 

 
Exhibition Report 

1. AT reported that so far 5 entries have arrived for the Christmas exhibition at the 
Hancock.  She requested that in the future we allow for cash paid on day if members 
submit their entries electronically.  Committee agreed.   

2. VC and BY mentioned again that the summer exhibition will begin later in the year 
and that this is how we ended up with the two exhibitions in the past, before that time 
we only hosted the one in the winter.  BY: If we do not have enough entries, we may 
ask our entrants to submit another.   

3. Hand-in day is 04 Dec, 10:30 - 14:30 and the hanging is the following day (05 Dec) 
same time (10:30 - 14:30). 

 
Publicity Report 

1. BY mentions that publicity for the winter exhibition includes ⅓ A4 sized leaflets as 
well as some A3 posters, enquiring how many should be printed.  Committee 
provisionally decided 1 may be enough.   

2. The bulletin has a blank page behind the booking form that could include drawings, 
photos, or articles and suggests that the committee form a sub-committee “Editorial 
Board” to help generate content.  We will continue to keep our bulletins at A4.   

3. The next will have to go out before Christmas for the forthcoming printmaking 
workshop.   

4. AT to submit an explanation of our website. 
 
A. O. B. 

1. RT reported on the constitution, to draft and consider FOTH’s objectives to present to 
the gallery.   

2. AA offered to make something to enhance the relationship with the gallery.  BY 
mentioned that lack of signage throughout the campus.   

3. RT considers a mutually approved meeting between representatives from FOTH and 
Hatton/TWAM.   

4. BY mentions there is a service plan that exists as a document that RA may have, but 
Hatton does not have an acquisition budget.  The amount of money that is spent this 
way (or through us) will vary from curator to curator.   

5. VC mentions the benefits Hatton receives from TWAM in acquisition, travelling 
exhibitions, the MFA show, and donations.  Our funds are Hatton’s funds to do with 
what they please. 

 
Next Meeting 
14 Jan 14, 16:30 


